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Introduction

With the wide deployment of solar projects around the world, countries at a global scale are

focusing their efforts on limiting time lost without using the sun as a powerful renewable

resource. The MENA region, to be specific, is lucky to attract sunlight at almost all days of the

year. However, harsh conditions and dusty desert environments makes it challenging to

operate solar plants. Many risks are also involved. Today, solar technology advancements are

improving to mitigate those risks in order to optimize operations of solar plants.
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Solar Trackers

1Preparing for the digital era: The state of digitalization in GCC businesses - Report by Strategy

Source: Mustakbal - Jordan , NEXTracker



Soiling

The accumulation of dust on solar panels is creating a concern to many solar plants within the

MENA region. Due to soiling, solar plants are undergoing 0.4 - 1.1% of power output loss. The

accumulation of dust on solar panels are significantly impacting the efficiency of solar

modules. According to Shoring Up Solar Operations in Dusty Desert Conditions white paper

by Solar Plaza, soiling is caused by dust that initially comes from various sources like wind,

pollutants, airborne liquid constituents, particulates from construction and pollen. As a result,

dust is suspended within the atmosphere through various methods such as wind and

gravitational settings that eventually reaches solar panels. Furthermore, soiling is also caused

by the “adhesion mechanism affected by surface texture and energy of modules, tilt angle,

humidity, moisture and re-suspension.” Precipitation on the other hand could play a role in

soiling. It could potentially complicate soil and dust acumination process by creating excess

suspended soiling and alter the patterning of the soil.

Since soiling is among many factors that affect equity return of solar projects, it has a major

influence on the revenue of solar projects. As a result, frequent cleaning and specific

strategies are followed to minimize costs and operate plants at their best performance.
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Solar Trackers

Today, in order to mitigate risks, frequent cleaning and monitoring solar plants are becoming

easier and more feasible. To improve the level of efficiency of solar plants, there is a growing

need for balance of systems configurations, such as trackers to be highly optimized to provide

the lowest LCOE. In addition, the new technologies also integrate robotic cleaning solutions

that makes

them ideally

suited for

desert

conditions and

geographies

with high soiling

and sandstorm

environments.

Source: Benban – Egypt, NEXTracker



Trackers are devices that are used to direct solar panels or modules towards the sun. In order

to maximize energy output, trackers are used to change the orientation of solar panels

throughout the day in the direction of the sun. To be specific, the angle of incidence - angle

that a ray of light makes with a line perpendicular to the surface- is maximized between the

panel and incoming sunlight. Such devices are becoming more available in the market and are

being installed on several projects within the MENA region. To be specific, Benban and Sakaka

projects in Egypt and KSA have selected the NEXTracker NX Horizon smart solar tracker to

optimize the efficiency and performance of those projects across a broad range of site and

weather conditions. It should be noted that these trackers are also designed with standard

robotic cleaning solutions to optimize the performance of solar projects.
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Solar Trackers

Solar Trackers

Source: Benban –Egypt, NEXTracker

To have a better idea on the

application of solar trackers

within the MENA region,

Mike Mehawich, Chief

Strategy Officer at

NEXTracker shared his

insights in a short Q&A

session:

1. Do we see a great potential for solar trackers to be implemented in the MENA region

and how does this implementation significantly benefit solar projects to come?

Yes, MENA is one of the highest potential regions in the world for tracker deployment,

owing to high irradiance and generally favorable land/site conditions. Trackers will boost

PV system output by 20% or more; there is simply no other way to obtain this level of

performance gain.

Of course, there are other considerations for the MENA region such as bifacial optimization 

on trackers and we work closely with our customers to help them meet their module, site 

layout and local content requirements. For example, we partnered with three of the 

highest quality steel manufacturers in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to achieve on-time 

delivery and component selection. This had the additional benefit boosting economic



development and job skills transfer for the local economy. As a guiding principle to our

business, we maintain a strong local presence in all the markets we serve to meet – and

hopefully – exceed our customers’ expectations for successful project development,

construction, and aftermarket operations and maintenance.

2. Are trackers currently being considered in the MENA, if yes, which countries have installed

them? Also, when are they expected to be implemented on more projects?

Yes, trackers are being considered as the preferred mounting type in system design throughout

the region. We offer a portfolio of options from one-in-portrait designs to two-in-portrait. To

the best of our knowledge, trackers have so far been installed (or under construction) in Egypt,

Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, UAE, Israel, and Morocco. We also expect trackers to be installed

in Oman and Algeria in the coming year.

3. The newly introduced NX Gemini solar trackers include robots that clean solar panels,

however, it is anticipated that only a few quality robots will survive since many solar panels

are developing damage on those panels. Are there any future concerns about how robotic

cleaning could affect the lifespan of solar panels?

Validating no adverse impact on long-term module reliability is a key aspect for any robotic

cleaning solution. A well-designed system should consider the overall weight of the robot and

how it interfaces with the PV panels to avoid high point loading or excessive deflection, which

can lead to microcracking of the solar cells. At NEXTracker we’ve been working with robotic

cleaning manufacturers for over 3 years and have developed a detailed robot qualification

criterion for use across our smart solar tracker portfolio of products.
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Solar Trackers Cont’d

Solar Trackers

“Trackers have so far been installed (or under construction) in

Egypt, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, UAE, Israel, and 
Morocco. We also expect trackers to be installed in Oman and 

Algeria in the coming year.”
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Conclusion

Solar Trackers

Solar plants under operation or pre-construction are looking into the most optimal ways to

improve their efficiency and to provide the lowest LCOEs. Therefore, solar trackers are

currently being installed in many projects within the MENA region and are expected to be

installed in many others. The installation of trackers is not limited to mono-facial modules but

also bi-facial modules. This characteristic increases the potential to include solar trackers

within the design phase of projects specially when a 20% output boost in performance is

guaranteed.

Source: Risha - Jordan, NEXTracker


